In order to analyze the effect of U-turn vehicle on traffic performance, the work develops a game theory-based description of drivers' interactions in U-turn scene, considering the decision-making uncertainty. The hybrid strategy of the game is obtained. The relevant parameters of model are calibrated by collected video data in Changchun, China. A two-way four-lane cellular automaton model with the game model imbedded is constructed for identifying the effect of U-turn vehicle on traffic performance. The influencing factors are identified with their correlation analyzed by numerical simulation of different traffic conditions. According to the simulation results, U-turn traffic has a significant influence on traffic delay in the lane of same direction, compared with opposite direction. The severity of conflict between vehicles is classified and the causes are identified by analyzing the arrival rate of the U-turn vehicle and the conflicting straight vehicle and the relationship with one another. In addition, the threshold of traffic flow causing traffic conflict and traffic delay are proposed. The results show that the proposed models reconstructed the traits of traffic flow and conflict phenomenon in the presence of U-turn vehicles on road section.
Introduction
The road safety has become a high-priority issue to traffic engineers and traffic authorities for decades. Conflicts between different participants, including cars, motors, buses, bicycles, and pedestrians [1] [2] [3] [4] in the traffic, reduce road safety, resulting in extra travelling time. To solve the related problems, a number of studies have been carried out either by crash based methods such as the historical crash data analysis [5] [6] [7] , or by proactive (noncrash) based methods which include conflicts as well as traffic maneuvers studies [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Also some research on in-vehicle alerts techniques such as the action detection or recognition technology is included [13] [14] [15] . Many highlighted works have adequately addressed modelling and simulation of traffic conflict phenomenon such as vehicle-pedestrian in crosswalk and vehicle-vehicle in intersection. The focus of this paper is vehicle-vehicle in U-turn, an essential conflict phenomenon in heavy traffic.
U-turn facilities are used as open areas for two-way traffic flow on the road, often set at the entrance of the intersection or the middle of the road section. U-turn vehicles have significant impact on the traffic performance. Median openings (including U-turns) are considered as the crashprone locations of Thai highways [16] . The type of U-turn facilities and its impacts on the traffic are studied. Meel [17] studied the safety of four types of layout design of U-turn on the divided Thai highways. Della [18] studied the effect of U-turn facilities on traffic delays and travel time. Olarte [19] analyzed the safety for rural inconspicuous restricted crossing U-turn intersections by density models. Liu [20] studied the safety effects of the separation distances between driveway exits and downstream U-turn locations, using the reported crash dates. Many studies have been carried out to investigate the U-turn vehicle interference and effect on macroscopic traffic performance. However, driver-driver interactions characteristics perceived from a microscopic viewpoint have not been given enough attention. It is helpful to understand the mechanism of vehicle conflict or traffic jam, thus preventing accidents.
In theory, straight vehicle should get priority over U-turn vehicle all the time. The gap acceptance mechanism of U-turn vehicle is the process of selecting suitable vehicle gap after arriving at a mid-block median opening. In this process, the U-turn vehicle may be successful or unsuccessful, depending on the available gaps appearance of straight vehicle. In reality, the U-turning vehicles often do not wait for an acceptable gap in the on-coming straight-traffic. They gradually move onto the conflicting lane to show their intention to go; particularly when the U-turn traffic is in a long queue or has waited for a long time, the drivers tend to be more aggressive. At the same time, the conflicting straight vehicle will be reluctant to yield by increasing speed, changing lanes, or flashing their headlights. The interaction between Uturn vehicle and straight vehicle can be described as two persons' noncooperative game behavior. Game theory has the advantage of take into account the impact of stochasticity and decision uncertainty, providing a powerful tool for analyzing the interaction behavior in transport system. Game theory has been applied widely in different disciplines, such as lane changing, car-following, and driverless vehicle control [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The work considered the traffic delay and threat perception as the factors of the game, constructing a Uturn game (UTG) model to solve the problem of decisionmaking uncertainty between U-turning vehicle and straight vehicle. We explain the effectiveness of the game model straight empirical data in Changchun, China, and calibrate the relevant parameters of the game model.
In addition, there have been extensive studies done on the simulation of the vehicle-vehicle interaction. The most popular simulation model is rule-based models [26, 27] , which defined some fixed parameters beforehand, such as acceptance gaps, time to collision (TTC), and grading of severity of conflicts [28] [29] [30] . Actually, those rule-based models are not suitable for reflecting the random nature of traffic conflict, because the decision of the drivers is subject to the objective effect of the intervening gap and the subjective effect of the driver's risk and delay perception. Cellular Automata model can overcome those defects. Cellular Automata model is a mathematical one with discrete time and space units, widely used in the interpretation of the complex nonlinear phenomena of traffic system through the modification of rules [31] [32] [33] . So, it is suitable to simulate U-turn behavior and reflect its impact on the traffic performance. In the work, we establish a two-way four-lane cellular automata model with U-turn facility in the middle. The hybrid strategy of the game is embedded into the cellular automata model, as the rule of U-turn. This paper makes two contributions. The first is quantifying the dynamic process of decision-making varied with traffic character over each lane at U-turn road section. The second contribution is evaluating the impact of the relationship between the arriving rate of U-turn vehicles on one side and the arriving rate of straight vehicles on opposite side lane on the lane-based delay and vehicle-vehicle conflict as well as exploring the threshold of different levels of traffic delay and conflict severity, which would be helpful for transportation agencies to meet driver's time-cost and safety or comfort needs when they choose the opening for U-turn vehicles in road section.
The work is organized as follows. In Section 2, a game model is established, considering the uncertainty of drivers' decisions. Section 3 presents the cellular automata system model, with game model embedded, for modelling the effect of U-turn vehicle on traffic performance. After that, the effects of different traffic variables on the U-turn section traffic performance are studied in the extensive traffic simulations. Section 4 shows the results. Section 5 refers to the conclusions.
UTG Model
A typical U-turn scenario is shown in Figure 1 . The U-turn vehicle wants to turn to the opposite lanes while the straight vehicle is coming from the opposite direction. They have the same opportunities to cross the U-turn place. Figure 1(a) shows that the straight vehicle goes first and the U-turn vehicle is waiting. Figure 1(b) shows that the U-turn vehicle goes first and the straight vehicle is waiting. The decisions of the drivers are subject to the opportunity of the intervening gap and also influenced by driver's risk and delay perception, which leads to the uncertainty of decision-making behavior; that is, the decision of the drivers is not a clear choice 
strategy. We can only get a probability of the driver's different decisions.
Model Architecture
2.1.1. Assumption. Firstly, we formulate the game, taking into account the players, strategy, and payoff.
In this game theory model, there are two players, = 1, 2, wherein = 1 represents the U-turn vehicle's driver, and = 2 is straight vehicle's driver. As rational persons, both sides expect to maximize their own interests. Their strategies are both set {pass, wait}. Table 1 shows the game theory model of U-turn. ℎ and are used for the utility of delay and the utility of threat perception; is the weight coefficient. When both the U-turn vehicle and the straight vehicle want to pass, an emergency brake would happen, both parties would lose the utility of delay and the utility of threat perception. We introduce as a multiplier for the utility of delay in that situation. When the U-turn vehicle wants to pass and the straight vehicle wants to wait, the U-turn vehicle will obtain the utility of delay and the utility of threat perception, and the straight vehicle gains threat perception utility but loses delay utility due to waiting, with the same utility setting on the contrary situation. When both actors want to wait, they both will gain threat perception utility but lose delay utility due to waiting.
Analysis of Payment Function
A Delay of the U-Turn Vehicle. When the straight vehicle is the first to approach, the U-turn vehicle will stop to wait, and the delay time of the U-turn vehicle is the time to wait for the straight vehicle to pass. 1 denotes the delay of the U-turn vehicle when encountering the straight vehicle.
B Delay of the Straight Vehicle. When the U-turn vehicle is the first to pass, the straight vehicle will stop to wait. The delay of the straight vehicle 2 is the time that the straight vehicle waits for the U-turn vehicle to pass the conflict point.
C Threat Perception. It is assumed that smaller intervening gap results in the greater driver's threat. The threat is inversely proportional to the distance between vehicles and proportional to the speed, so = V/ is used to express the threat perception. Table 2 shows the quantified game payoff matrix. Table 2 , we can obtain this game with two dominant game strategies{the straight vehicle pass, the U-turn vehicle waits} and {the straight vehicle waits, the U-turn vehicle pass}. From a stability point of view, the two strategic combinations have advantage for each other, so they are unstable in the evolution process. Based on the Nash Equilibrium principle, there exists a mixed dominance strategy combination in the solution of the model. The solution is Nash Equilibrium, and the results are shown in (1) and (2) . The mixed strategy Nash Equilibrium can be interpreted as a stochastic steady state.
Solution of the UTG Model. As shown in
U-turn vehicle (U-turn, wait) probability is as follows:
Straight vehicle (travel, wait) probability is as follows:
From the perspective of social optimal efficiency, U-turn vehicles and straight vehicles should be polite in the U-turn area; that is, {the straight vehicle pass, the U-turn vehicle waits} and {the straight vehicle waits, the U-turn vehicle pass} are what we hope to see. {the straight vehicle pass, the Uturn vehicle pass} is likely to cause traffic safety risks; {the straight vehicle waits, the U-turn vehicle waits} reduces the efficiency of two players of the game. However, according to Nash Equilibrium, there is still a certain probability that both players of the game will choose the latter two strategies. At this time, the vehicle decelerates and brings turbulence in the original traffic flow, resulting in a decrease in traffic efficiency. The premise of the previous U-turn model to deal with whether the driver makes a U-turn is that the U-turn vehicle does not affect the following vehicle after U-turn, but in practice the drivers expect to go ahead because of egoism, which triggers a game strategy that is not conducive to the efficiency of traffic flow and makes the social dilemma structure in the U-turn behavior. The U-turn game is the same as the lane changing game [34] [35] [36] ; there are social dilemmas hidden behind the traffic flow.
Tanimoto et al. [34] [35] [36] studied the types of social dilemma structures under different traffic flow densities. The difference is that we studied the types of social dilemma structures under the Nash Equilibrium influenced by various variables.
According to (1) and (2), the variables that affect the Nash Equilibrium solution include delay weight coefficient , threat perception , postconflict delay multiple , and vehicle delay . Since and are related to the vehicle headway, and are measured by the headway. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the variables and the Nash Equilibrium solution. The ordinate is the probability that the U-turn vehicle or the straight vehicle passes.
The social dilemma structure can be divided into Prisoner's dilemma and Chicken dilemma. Prisoner's dilemma indicates that Nash Equilibrium is close to one of the pure strategic situations. At this time, the probability that a certain strategy appears is close to 1. Chicken dilemma has the characteristics of polymorphic Nash Equilibrium, not close to any pure strategic situation; it means that no strategy has a probability close to 1. Through the analysis of Figure 2 , it can be found that under the influence of different variables the probability of U-turn vehicles or straight vehicles pass is different, indicating that the type of social dilemma in the U-turn game is different. (1) When the value of headway is small, and affect the size of the Nash Equilibrium solution. When > 2, < 0.5, the social dilemma structure has the opportunity to become Prisoner's dilemma, and the other situation is Chicken dilemma. (2) When the value of headway is large, affects the size of the Nash Equilibrium solution. When < 1, the social dilemma structure has the opportunity to become Prisoner's dilemma, and the other situation is Chicken dilemma. Reflected in the real scene, the size of the headway represents the size of the traffic flow density; the greater the traffic flow density, the smaller the headway. The delay weight coefficient represents the driver's attitude towards delay in the region. The more impulsive the driver is, the more he values the time and the greater . The postconflict delay multiple represents the enforcement of the posttraffic conflicts in the region. The greater the enforcement, the larger . Therefore, in the real scene, when the traffic flow density is constant, the driver is more impulsive, the law enforcement is smaller, and the social dilemma structure is more likely to change from Chicken dilemma to Prisoner's dilemma.
Empirical Verification.
We conducted an empirical survey at the U-turn point (at the east side of the intersection of Guanghua Street and Weishan Road in Changchun City, China), as shown in Figure 3 . We collected video data on November 2, 2017. Each game between U-turn vehicles and straight vehicles is recorded, like their gap acceptance behaviors and their speeds, headway interval, and so on. not rule-based, it is an uncertain problem, and the vehicles' behavior is the outcome of interaction between each other.
UTG Model Parameter Calibration.
We collected statistics for probability of U-turn vehicles' action under two kinds of headway intervals. The results of surveys are shown in Table 3 .
We calibrated the model parameters of and in (1) based on the survey data. Taking the middle value of each headway interval as the representative headway, this represents the delay of U-turn vehicle; the reciprocal of it represents the threat perception of vehicles. Two sets of different headway intervals can jointly be solved parameters and , and we obtain the results = 0.16, = 1.05.
U-Turn Simulation Model
Based on Cellular Automata
Assumptions and the Scene of Simulation.
A two-way four-lane cellular automata traffic flow model with a U-turn facility in middle of road is established (see Figure 5 ).
Road Condition Assumptions.
A Lane A is in the same direction of Lane B, and Lanes C and D are opposite. B One cell represents 3.75 m. C The road length is set as 200 cells, so the road length equals 750 m.
Operating Conditions Assumptions.
A The simulation time step is set to 1s. B It is assumed that all the vehicles have the same length of 2 cells (7.5m) and the maximum speed of 5 cells (V = 67.5km/h). C According to the trajectory of the U-turn vehicles in Lanes A and B, the lanes are divided into three areas, S1, S2, and S3, wherein S1 and S3 are the freerunning sections (S3' length is 100 cells and S1' length is 60 cells); S2 is the U-turn vehicle lane changing area, with the length of 40 cells. The end of S2 is U-turn place (the point is the 100 th cell). D At the end of S1, a U-turn sign is installed (the point is the 60 th cell), and the U-turn vehicle running in the S1 area at Lane A completes the lane change to Lane B in S2 after seeing the U-turn sign. It finally turns around at B1. E When the U-turn vehicle in Lane A reaches the U-turn area A0 or A1, it will wait at (A0, A1) until (B0, B1) are available.
U-turn vehicles specific behavior process is as follows: The vehicle completes the U-turn through (B0, B1) to (B1, C1), (B1, C1) to (C1, D1), and (C1, D1) to (D1, D0). We use the classic NaSch model as the vehicle update rule. In the NaSch model, time, space, and speed are discretized, which is the minimum model that can reproduce the basic characteristics of road traffic flow. Although the NaSch model [38] has a simple form, it can describe some actual traffic phenomena, such as spontaneous congestion, and time-andstop phenomena under crowded conditions. This is in line with the simulation environment we built, in which the straight vehicles are affected by the vehicle's U-turn and cause traffic congestion. However, it is important to understand that one of the biggest shortcomings of the NaSch model is that it does not reproduce Kerner's three-theory framework [39, 40] . When using the NaSch model for simulation, traffic flow phenomena such as metastable state and hysteresis cannot be reproduced. Therefore, the simulation results may be affected by the limitations of the NaSch model.
Rule of Vehicle
It is also stipulated that the U-turn vehicle on Lane B will no longer change the lane in the area S2 but eventually moves to the U-turn position B1. U-turn vehicle in Lane A, without meeting lane change condition, will wait at Position A1 until it can safely change to B and eventually to B1. Combining the above two lane changing rules constitutes the lane changing rule of the model.
The opening boundary conditions are used to control the access of the vehicle, according to the monitor of locations of Otherwise, when the last vehicle position from the road entrance is greater than V cells, it will produce new vehicles into the road with the probability , wherein is the last vehicle's position; min( − V , V ) is the new vehicles' position; V is its speed. At the same time, the rule of vehicle into the road is modified: The vehicles into Lanes A and B with probability will change the type of vehicle into U-turn vehicle with probability , into straight vehicle with probability 1 − .
Rule of U-Turn.
As stated in Section 2, the U-turn drivers' decisions are deduced from game model. The delays of Uturn vehicle and straight vehicle are described in cellular model.
1 and 1 denote the delays of the U-turn vehicle in Lanes C and D, respectively:
where
, and ℎ are the speeds and the positions of the straight vehicles, closest to the U-turn points C1 and D1; 1 and 1 are the positions of C1 and D1; V ℎ is the vehicle length.
2 and 2 denote the delays of the straight vehicles in Lanes C and D, respectively; thus
where 1 = ℎ − 1 −1 is the distance between the position of straight vehicle and the C1 cell; 2 = ℎ − 1 − 1 is the distance between the position of straight vehicle and the D1 cell. In order to quantify the relationship between the utilities of delay and threat perception, the results are normalized. According to the analysis of the UTG model, the U-turn rule is divided into two states:
(1) When the U-turn gap is greater than 2, that is, = ℎ /V ℎ , the U-turn vehicle does not affect the U-turn area. At this time, the U-turn vehicle passes. ℎ indicates the distance from the location of the straight vehicle to the conflicting location; V ℎ is the speed at this time.
(2) There is a game relationship between the U-turn vehicle and the straight vehicle when the U-turn gap is less than 2; the decision of the drivers is an uncertain problem under this situation. The probability distribution of these two strategies is deduced from gam model. U-turn vehicle (pass, wait) probability in Lane C is as follows:
Straight vehicle (pass, wait) probability in Lane C is as follows:
U-turn vehicle (pass, wait) probability in Lane D is as follows:
Straight vehicle (pass, wait) probability in Lane D is as follows:
Here, = 0.16, = 1.05 (parameter calibration in Section 2.3). It will have a collision in the condition that both the straight vehicle and the U-turn vehicle choose to pass. In the real life, in order to avoid the collision at this time, the drivers will honk, gesture, and so on, which indicates a second game. In this model, we set the U-turn vehicles pass with probability 2 = 0.5. 
Simulation Analysis and Discussion
Parameter setting: (1) Lane changing probability is ℎ = 0.55 (using the research by Liu [36] ). (2) Random moderation probability is = 0.2 based on experience. By changing the probability of vehicle entering Lanes A and B (marking the probability as 1 ), the probability of vehicle entering Lanes C and D (marking the probability as 
Analysis of Traffic Conflict in U-Turn Area

Definition of Traffic Conflict and the Division of Severity.
The most frequently used conflict indexes are the time of collision (TTC) and the postinvasion time (PET). In the work, the TTC index is selected to evaluate the severity of the Uturn conflict. TTC means that if the current speed, direction, and trajectory are maintained, two road users expect to have a collision. Smaller TTC leads to the more serious conflict.
In order to quantitatively study the severity of the conflict of the U-turn, the conflict was divided into discrete severity levels according to the different thresholds of the conflict index. At the same time, as the conflicts will happen in Lanes C and D, the severity of the conflict is calculated based on the lane. Figure 6 shows results, the abscissa includes 64 conditions (except for 16 conditions of no U-turn vehicle), and the ordinate is the value of TTC. It can be seen that the law of changes of each lane TTC in different conditions is similar. Almost all of the TTC values are between 1.5 and 5, and the severity of the conflict according to the TTC value is divided into three levels-severe [1.5-2], slight [2] [3] , and potential [3] [4] [5] . Corresponding to this, a cellular automaton by the discriminant method is as follows.
Severe: The average time for the straight vehicle to arrive at the conflict point is between 1.5 and 2 time steps. The Uturn vehicle takes up two cells, at least 2 time steps to leave the area without stopping. It means that the U-turn vehicle and the straight vehicle will inevitably change their behavior strategy because of conflict; if not, it will inevitably produce traffic accidents. The severity of the conflict is defined as "severe" in this condition.
Slight: The average time for the straight vehicle to arrive at the conflict point is between 2 and 3 time steps. In this condition, if the U-turn vehicle does not stop to Uturn directly, the straight vehicle do not have to change the behavior. If the U-turn vehicle needs to wait for a peripheral cause (for example, the U-turn vehicle in Lane C is waiting for the pass of the straight vehicle in Lane D), the straight vehicle needs to change its behavior to avoid the collision. The severity of the conflict is defined as "slight" in this condition.
Potential: The average time for the straight vehicle to arrive at the conflict point is more than 3 time steps, meaning that this time can meet the certain demand of the U-turn, and the straight vehicles do not need to change their behavior. However, there will be a conflict if the U-turn vehicle keeps waiting in the conflict point. The severity of the conflict is defined as "potential" in this condition.
Analysis of Influencing Factors.
Using SPSS to analyze the influencing factors of traffic conflicts, Table 4 shows the results. According to the significance and correlation coefficient, it can be seen that the impact of 2 on the TTC value of Lanes C and D is most significant. The reason is that the size of 2 determines the size of the gap when the U-turn vehicle arrives at U-turn area.
We analyze the impact of 2 and on TTC value of Lane C, as well as the impact of 2 and 1 on the TTC value of Lane D (see Figure 7) . Figure 7(a) shows that TTC is influenced by when 2 is a small value (such as 2 = 0.2). A larger results in the smaller TTC value. The reason is that the straight traffic flow shows a free-flow condition when 2 is small. In this condition, more U-turn vehicles lead to bigger possibility of U-turn vehicle in a small gap as well as the smaller TTC value.
Analysis of Influencing Factors for TTC in Lane C.
The TTC value and 2 show the relationship of the open U-shaped curve when is fixed, and the lowest TTC value appears in the vicinity of 2 = 0.5. The size of the TTC value has a strong sensitivity with the change of 2 value when 2 < 0.5; the TTC value is near 4 when 2 = 0.2; the TTC value drops rapidly to 2 when 2 increases from 0.2 to 0.4; the TTC value changes little in a severe condition when
The reason for the above phenomenon is related to the traffic flow of Lane C affected by 2 . The traffic flow of Lane C is in the free-flow condition when 2 is small. The Uturn gap decreases as 2 increases; that is, the TTC value decreases as 2 increases. With the increase of 2 , the road shows a stable crowded flow. U-turn gap size tends to be stable, and the range of TTC value shows stability. Correspondingly, TTC has been in a severe condition when 2 > 0.5. Figure 7(b) shows that the trend of TTC in Lane D is the same as that of Lane C, except that the minimum TTC value of D is near 2 (0.4), and the minimum TTC value of Lane C is near 2 (0.5). The reason is that the U-turn vehicle needs to be accelerated in D after completion of the U-turn, resulting in a greater delay for the straight vehicle in D. It can cause a greater traffic density in the U-turn area. The U-turn gap is smaller, so that Lane C appears with the minimum TTC value when 2 = 0.5. However, D appears with the minimum TTC value when 2 = 0.4.
Analysis of Influencing Factors for TTC in Lane D.
Analysis of Delay on the Road
Characterization Method of Delay.
The U-turn of the vehicle at the U-type facility will result in the delay of the same/opposite way vehicles. The former is caused by the lane changing behavior in interweaving zone of S2 area, and the latter is caused by the conflict with U-turn vehicle.
In the work, based on the theory of traffic wave, the influence of U-turn on delay is analyzed by comparing the change of traffic flow in U-turn area. Since the steering area has a significant delay on the traffic flow of the road, only the upper steering area of each lane is considered in the statistics (see Figure 8) . The X axis represents 80 kinds of situations, and the Y axis represents the traffic volume. It can be seen that the traffic volumes of Lanes A, B/C, and D are similar in different situations. The reason is that the vehicle is allowed to change lane between the same lanes, which makes the traffic flow in the same lanes relatively average.
Analysis of Influencing Factors.
Using SPSS to analyze the factors influencing the traffic volume, Table 5 shows the results. The impact of on the traffic volume for 4 lanes is significant, so is the impact of 2 on the traffic volume for Lanes C and D.
We analyze the impact of and 1 on traffic volume for Lanes A and B. The traffic volume situation of A is similar to that of B, so the traffic volume of A is selected as an example. We also analyze the impact of and 2 on traffic volume for the Lanes C and D. The traffic volume situation of C is similar to that of D, so the traffic volume of C is selected as an example. Figure 9 shows the results. Figure 9 (a) shows, according to the size of 1 , the impact of on the traffic volume, which is divided into two aspects. By comparing the traffic volume with = 0, when 1 < 0.3, there is little impact of on traffic volume. The reason is that in the case of a small size of 1 , the Uturn gap is big when the U-turn vehicle reaches the U-turn area. The U-turn does not affect the normal running of the straight vehicle, so the traffic volume does not change much. Figure 9 (b), according to the size of 2 , the impact of puturn on road traffic volume is divided into two aspects. The law of impact is similar to that of Lane A, but the following points are different. In the case of 2 > 0.3, the traffic volume of C is different from that of A. Meanwhile, the traffic volume of C is down firstly and then remains the same. That is, when 2 > 0.3, the presence of the U-turn will change traffic flow from free to crowded.
A Analysis of Influencing Factors for Delay in Lane A.
The traffic volume of C forms a crowded flow in the vicinity of = 0.3, and that of A forms a crowded flow in the vicinity of = 0.1. It indicates that the impact of on the same way traffic volume is significantly greater than that on the straight traffic volume. The reason is that there is no U-turn waiting area between the lanes in the established model; that is, the U-turn vehicle can only wait in Lane B, which will affect the passage of the same way of straight vehicle. However, when the U-turn vehicle is over a certain number and the U-turn waiting area cannot meet the waiting position of all U-turn vehicles, the U-turn should still wait in B regardless of whether there exists a U-turn waiting area or not.
When the U-turn vehicle in A and B is queued, it will obviously block the straight travel of these lanes, and this delay will spread in the form of waves upstream, resulting in continuous decrease of traffic flow. For C and D, the Uturn vehicles can U-turn in U-turn gap; although affecting the driving of the straight vehicles, they will not cause the stairs of the flow, so traffic volume will not be reduced to a minimum, but in the state of crowded flow.
Discussion.
We can get the following conclusions by analyzing conflict and delay.
(1) In the case of conflict, the TTC value is highly sensitive to 2, and the TTC value is greater than 3 when 2 < 0.3. The severity of the conflict becomes potential.
(2) In the case of delay, the presence of U-turn vehicles will significantly affect the size of road traffic volume when the probability of entering vehicle is large, and the critical size of its traffic phase transition is near (0.2). Thus, 1 = 0.3; 2 = 0.3; = 0.2. It is a critical state of the U-turn conflict and the traffic delay of the road section. The presence of the U-turn vehicle in this state does not have a significant effect on the traffic flow. Figure 10 shows the time and space distribution of the traffic flow in this critical state, and X axis is the spatial position. The vehicles in Lanes A and B are from left to right, and those in Lanes C and D are in the contrary driving direction. The central location (that is 100) is the U-turn area. At this time, the road traffic flow is just affected by the Uturn vehicles; in the upper reach of each lane, a certain range of crowded traffic is formed, without affecting the statues of the entire traffic flow.
Conclusions
In order to analyze the traffic conflict caused by vehicle Uturning and its influence on traffic flow of road section, we establish the UTG model to describe drivers' interactions between U-turn vehicle and straight vehicle and run simulation under different traffic condition based on
